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LANGUAGE, EDUCATION AND LITERACY

Language plays an important role in educationit is the central engine for the meander-

ings of social interaction. Most everyone reads and writes fluently and manages with ease to

tzanscribe, decode and transfer the printed messages that make up the sensible context of our

"communication society." Or so it goes ...

However, in bleak contrast to the pervasive rhetoric of the so-called American Dream, there

is the silent voice of a pretty child with pale cheeks and secretive eyes. Growing up in a world

populated with Cyrillic signs that harbor the promise of knowledge and the best of all futures.

many children (and their parents) wade through a a/gnitive morass of co:if:is:on, incompre-

hension and, finally, despair. They are illiterate which, in our complexified and linguistified

world, translates into utter helplessness and dependency. Consequently, literacy constitutes

more than a primarily mechanical skill of deciphering and (de)cocling primed signifiers into

material signifieds (a semiotic operation), but entails an essential submersion (and de facto

participation) in the requirements and responsibilities of social life (an existential operation)
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riTiteracy
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(Conlin= on page3).

Therefore, 1Laracy reflects a swirling amalgam of psychologi-
cal, social as well as linguistic processes whose solution cannot
solely reside in a unilateral "teaching process" of mechanical
operations (i.e., the acquisition of an "alphanumeric" skill or
the mnemotechnic rules underwriting the sensory-manual
motorics of plain writing). While this constitutes an important
(and, admittedly, difficult and essential) starting point, literacy
training cannot end there. Indeed, the intergenerational
transfer (and perpetuation) of illiteracy precludes any form of
one-dimensional "quick fix" and suggests a multidimensional
approach which weaves educational, sociological and political
considerations into a multifabric creed of literacy excellence. It
is evident that the pedagogical timebornb fueled by an un-
checked and unremedied perpetuation of illiteracy in subse-
quent generations of poor ar e! disadvantageda vicious cycle
in itself!requires not only a fast (for the bomb is ticking
louder every day) but also a comprehensive solution.

Indeed, the political complacency and placidity of the 80's
has ignoreu an almcst entirely incognitive kind of population
and has, as such, debased the culturalcurrency of the American
Dream by allowing the festering growth of a defective socioc-
ultural jigsaw with an alarming and deep, premonitory glow.
Furthermore, the nature of the problem is such that it eludes the
reigning avenues of cultural visibility, i.e., printed outcries of
despair that can be read, assimilated and disseminated.
Nowhere do we find the subterranean howls of protest graffi-
toed onto the dilapidated houses of the ghetto or the barrio
nowhere do we read the despairing cries for help next to the
eloquent protests of Blacks, Hispanics, gays and feminist fac-
tions. They remain silentwhich also means "politically
rnute(d)"! Indeed, the illiterate, fearing another instance of
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Iffiteracy

"being found out," does not show up in the local voting

bootha fact that makes one frown on what is meant by
"democracy." Indeed, as Kozol (1985, p.23) contends: "So long

as 60 million people are denied significant participation, the

government is neither of, nor for, nor by, the people. It is a

goverment, at best, of those two thirds whose wealth, skin

color, or parental privilege allows them opportunity to profit

from the provocation and instruction of the written word." In

other words, literacy means political power while, conversely,

illiteracy constitutes a handicap in the realization of the true

democratic state.

Afraid "to be found out," illiterates circulate among fellow

illiterates, dwell in an oral culture which looks down on written

material (and the intellectual tradition for which it stands), and,

most often, get absorbed by the "simulation of communica-

tion" as the passive recipients (and addicts) of the television

machine. "Their lives and even eating schedules have been

parceled out to match the thirty-minute packages of cultural

domestication and the sixty-second units of purported infor-

mation which present the news in isolation from the history

that shaped it or the future that it threatens to extinguish. (..)

For people like these (and there are millions (..)) the following

is true: They live in a truncated present tense. The future seems

hopeless. The past remains unknown. The amputated present

tense, encapsulated by the TV moment, seems to constitute the

end and the beginning of cognition" (Kozol, 1985, p.35).

The existential view is bleak as "life outside" remains a

constant and unpredictable mysteryso incomprehensible

transparent for so many people "out there" who do not even

think twice about it. They, in contrast, remain a mute and

foggy voice living in the completely wasted landscape of

memo!
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IlTiteracy
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typical urban blightinfested by the constant threats of vio-

lence and the continuous lure of the anesthesia of drug and

alcohol abuse, while excursions into "that other world"
always takes on the form of a hide-and-go-seek game of invin-

cible facades. A complex and complicated reality of mystifica-

tion and cruel riddles!

Although many local attempts as well as national projects

to remedy the situation have been initiated, it remains a drop

in the proverbial bucket. Due to the multidimensional nature

of the problem, solutions aiming solely at the technical acqui-

sition of reading/ writing skills (oftentimes within the arid

atmosphere of the classroom) strand on the shores of sociocul-

tural sabotage (e.g., negative peer pressure, the lack of a history

of literacy to support individual efforts, no immediate "practi-

cal" use or change in personal situation) and the lack of per-

sonal motivation and network support. Therefore, it is not

surprising that many literacy projects report high drop-out

rates in adult education programs. At present, it seems that the

intrinsic motivation levels of political refugees (i.e., the alluring

promise of the American Dream) yield high success rates in

those populations, btit that the indigenous American popula-

tion (who needs it the most!), i.e., the major body of "illiterate

America" cursed by a history of domination and subjugation as

well as a legacy of intergenerational illiteracy, remains out of

reach.

In sum, and metaphorically speaking: illiterate America

can be compared to a fish that lives in the water and can see up

on the land; however, it does not have any idea as to what is

involved in living there.
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1 ffiteracy

A Question of Definition

Dictionary definitions of literacy circumsaibe itas the ability to read and write as well as
the level of education/ dvilization equated to the adequate use of these skills in vocational and
intellectual endeavors. For some, literacy refers to the acquisition of a set of simple co, putive
skills; for others, literacy reflectsa never-ending process and progress of refining cognitive and
social competency. As an immediate result, depending on the definition chosen, either only
a small minority or the whole human population can be considezed "Illiterate." For many, the
endless series of controversies and disagreements constitute a political (and theoretical) ploy
to ignore the problem,or at best, downplay its significance. However, the problem hasbecome
too prevalent (and too costly) to ignore.

On the other hand, the latter is exactly what someunder the guise of "literacy as
elitism"seem to suggest will illiterate people necessarily be happier after they have been
taught literacy" skills? In this vein Jeanne Chall (1984) askt "Does literacymake men happy?
Only highly literate people seem to ask [this] question. And only the well-educated seem to
say that it does not. They are like the rich who doubt that money makes one happy.
Significantly, such doubts come only after they have accumulatedenough money and do not
have to worry... And so with the highly literate. They doubt that literacy will contribute to
the happiness of those who are not yet literate only because they themselves use it so well and
easily in living, working, playing, and in making choices."

Apart from the apparent one-dimensional philosophy (i.e., literacy ca technical reading
skills) this view espouses, the literacy as elitisren" opinion comes across as a romanticist and
Rousseauesk repetition of the idealism of the `Primitive" whose lack of literacy skills protects
him from the cruelty andviciasitudes of corrupt and vile societal life. However,the inundating
abundance of printed materials which guide (and prescribe) social life suggestin contrast
that literacy can no longer be defended as an elitist addition to one cognitive make-up, but the
actual condition to exist cognitively in the firstplace. In this capacity, literacy is the lifeblood
of our society and the backbone for societal survival!

Furthermore, literacy in our society holds the key to freedom. Indeed, literate people do
not "stick" to what they read and experience, but, through their internalprocesses of cognitive
linking and interpretation, come to (re)structure the world in such a fashion as to create their
"own" world, i.e., the world of their opinions and beliefs which reflect the sum total of what

Page 5
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filiteracy

they have learned through the interactive and recursive processes of reading, learning and
application. In contrast, illiterate peoplethe domesticated subjects of the half-hour televi-
sion sitcomsremain shackled to the "what they have heard," i.e., the word and the opinion/
interpretation of others. In this vein, literacy holds the key to Man's emancipation from the
screaming rhetoric of radio and television onto a different plain of creative self-definition.
Literacy, in short, is the ability to think for and, by extension, be oneself.

In the present text, the comprehensive definition of illiteracy as "perpetual emancipation
and civil ization" will be abandoned in favor of a distinction between "illiterate" and "function-
ally illiterate" (or semi-illiterate): while the former refers to those who cannot read at all, the lat-
ter applies to the adequate relation of literacy skills to vocational or societal demands.
Depending on which definition is favored, different statistical totals are proposed. Moreover,
the ambiguity of a term such as "functionally" illiterate, begs the questions as to the "content"
of this functionality: functional illiteracy is an elusive concept used to indicate the level of
reading, writing and mshematical skills adults need in order to survive and function in their
society. Most authors indicate that an 8th grade reading level constitutes functional literacy
in America, although some put it higher (12th grade). Kozol (1985, p.10): "I have proposed the
following minimal estimates for 1984: 25 million reading either not at all or at less than fifth
grade level; 35 million additional persons reading at less than ninth grade level. Note that, in
both cases, I am speaking of performance, not years of school attended It requires ninthgrade
competence to understand the antidote instructions on a bottle of corrosive kitchenlye, tenth
grade competence to undt land instructions on a federal income tax return, twelfth grade
competence to read a life insurance form. Employmentqualifications for all but a handful of
domestic jobs begin at ninth grade level. I have argued, therefore, that all of these 60 million
people should be called 'illiterate in terms of U.S. print communication at the present time'."

If we take these cautious and conservative estimates as a guidepost, it means that at least
one third of American adults need to be considered marginal citizens, in the worst sense of the
word: they do not and cannot partake in the r.ecessary requirements for normal everyday
survival in our society. It is not surprising, then, that educators get alarmed at the fact that at
least one person in three cannot read a sentence or even write his or hername without problem.

Moreover, the fluidity ofa concept such as "functional illiteracy° indicates the need for a

multidimensional approach to illiteracy: while illiteracy might not have been a problem in,

Tag& 6
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Iiriterazy

say, the 18th century where 99 percent of the population

were illiterate and societal survival did not depend on deci-

phering written memos, life in the 20th (and by extension, the

21st) century is completely grounded in the written word.

This social (and cultural) dimension has too long been ig-

nored and suggests that a fundamental philosophical change

in position is needed in the way illiteracy needs to be ap-

proached. As a result, projects geared to increasing literacy

levels must co-involve a serious commitment to amelio-

rate living conditions and a perceived sense of justice and eq-

uity (the payoff of the newly acquired literacy skills) as well

as a willingness to allow the illiterate population to create its

own learning environment (less alien than the typical class-

room situation) as well as its social, political and cultural con-

text in which the learning occurs. This implies that literacy

training is more than the mere acquisition of a set of cognitive

skills but entails a complete reshaping of the living condi-

tions of the "illiterate" into a context and a content of liter-

acy." In short, "literacy" is not only an identifying "label" of

the literate person, but also of his/her living arrangement

and environment.

However, one of the primary problems embracing a defi-

nition of functional illiteracy is the fact that our world is

moving at such a rapid pace that definitions of functionality

need to be upgraded almost constantly: the levels indicating

what is functional are rising faster than the attempts of liter-

acy projects, aimed at graduating functionally literate pu-

pils, to close that same gap.
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Illiteracy

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

A. Illiteracy in America

Previously, it was indicated that approximately one third of the adult American population

operates below a level of functional literacy, i.e., below a reading level of 8th-9th grade, and,

as such, is incapable of surviving and coping with the societal requirements independent of

outside help. Kozol, in his study on illiteracy, sums the national situation up as follows:

"Twenty-five million American adults cannot read the poison warnings on a can

of pesticide, a letter from their child's teacher, or the front page of a daily paper. An

additional 35 million read only at a level which

is less than equal to the full survival

Oqf needs of our society. (..) The

iret.
largest numbers of illiterate

Myth #1
'el; adults are white, native-born

Americans. In proportion to
The Third World Remains Poor 12Pii

...10 Because Most of the Populations is illiterate 3 population, however, the

Wig figures are higher for blacks

Myth #2 (1/44 and Hispanics than for
The Nations of the World are Rated on a Scale whites. Sixteen percent of

Comparing their Literacy Levels white adults, 44 percent of
No intwnadmaily nicosnized invwdory sidle cage

by 'Adds awrixe literacy blacks, and 56 percent of

Myth #3
Hispanic citizens are

What We Need is a Reliable Definition of Literacy
functional or marginal illit-

me absence of dew definition am apposes to be a significant &ate& Figures for the
hindrance to effective acdaw no criteria out wen weisin a

nation km deserinedng what ft meow 10be literati younger generation of black

salvor Hower, 1987, p 24
adults are increasing. Forty-seven

percent of all black seventem-year-olcis

are functionally illiterate. That figure is expected to climb to 50 percent by 1991.

Fifteen percent of recent graduates of urban high school read at less than sixth grade

Page 8
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faiteracy

level. One million teenage children betweentwelveandseventeen cannotread above

the third grade level. Eighty-five percent of juveniles who come before the courts

are functionally illiterate, half the heads of households classified below the poverty

line by federal standards cannot read an eighth grade book. Over one third of

mothers who receive support from welfare an functionally illiterate. Of 8 million

unemployed adults, 4 to 6 million lack the skills to be retrained for hi-tech jibs.

The United Statw -eanks forty-ninth among 158 member nations of the U.N. in

its literacy levels."

In stark contrast, all projects, geared toward increasing literacy levels, reach only 4 percent

of their target population.

t While total illiteracy is not the most prevalent problem in the United States, semi-literacy

and functional illiteracy arenot only in adult populations but, increasingly, in student

populations. Blumfeld (1973) indicates that 25 percent of students nationwide experience

significant reading difficulties, whereas in large metropolitan areas up to 50 percent of the

urban students read below their grade requirements. As a result, more than half of the

unemployed youths (16-21 years old) are functionally illiterate, while 75 percent of juvenile

offenders in New York City experience extreme reading difficulties. Similar numbers

(approximately 70 percent) have been reported in assessments of reading and writing levels

of military recruits.

In conclusion: it is no exaggeration to state that, with the increasing urban decay and the

concomitant widening of the poverty gap, there is a literacy gap which has taken on epidemic

proportions.

B. Economic and Human Repercussion of Illiteracy

Based on Kozors 1985 study on illiteracy, several areas of inflated cost can be identified
which can directly be attributed to inefficiency mused by illiteracr

Direct costs to taxpayers:

* "Six billion dollars yearly ... go to child welfare costs and unemployment

Page 9



Iffiteracy

compensation caused directly by the numbers of illiterate adults unable to perform
at standards necessary for available employment." (p.13)

* "$6.6 billion yearly is the minimal cost of prison maintenance for an estimated
260,000 inmatesout of a total state and federal prison population of about
440,000whose imprisonment has been directly linked to functional illiteracy..The
prison population represents the single highest concentration of adults
illiterates." (p.13)

* "Swollen court costs, law enforcement budgets in those urban areas in which two
fifths of all adults are unemployable for lack of literacy skills, not even to speak of
the high cost of crime to those who are its victims, cannot be guessed bust must be
many times the price for prison maintenance." (p.14)

"Several billion dollars go to workers' compensation, damage to industrial
equipment, and industrial insurance costs directly caused by on-site accidents
related to the inability of workers to read safety warnings, chemical-content
designations, and directions for operating complex machines." (p.14)

* "Health expenditures necessitated by the inability of the illiterate adult touse
preventive health care measures are not documented. We cannot guess the vast
expense required for obstetric or abortion services to women whose unwanted
pregnancies are often linked to lack of information caused by the inability to read.
So too with the cost of mental health care and of rehabilitation programs for drug
users and for alcoholic& Emotional stress and frequently interrupted desperation
are familiar patterns in the life of an illiterate adult. If there is no way to calcula.2
these costs, we can believe that they run into many billions." (p.14)

Business costs:

* Many job offerings remained unanswered because applicants do not possess the
needed qualifications. Those who accept illiterate personnel concluded that many

Page 10
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Illiteracy -

tasks needed to be repeated frequently in order to

make them error-free (e.g., retyping documents as

typist did not know correct spelling or right

punctuation rule).

Loss of business contacts, because important
messages that were left were never recorded by
illiterate personnel and, as such, translate into
"missed business opportunities."

Postal services:

"Billing, banking, public disclosure information,

customers' rights (above all, the right to be informed

what those "rights" might be) depend upon
communication through the mails. Yet even notices

of undelivered letters left in the mailbox by the

postal services will be read only with difficulty by a

minimum of 35 million people. They will not be

nread at all by 25 million more." (p.15)

Apart from these "money' costs, there is theprobably
more devastatingconsequence of human low, i.e., missed

opportunities for learning ("a mind is a terrible thing to waste")

as well as loss of human life due to incompetence.

Newspapers complain about the lack of readers: half of the

American population never reads a newspaper, while most of

the "popular" newspapers are written on a twelfth grade

reading level. Hence, the popularity of USA Today, a simplistic

and colorful "newspaper" that tries to emulate the instant flash

of the tele-visual medium. In additdon, books have long since

,
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surrendered the scene in favor of the grandiose constnictions
and the suffocating influence of television.

More dramaticallyat least in a direct physical sense,
there is the loss of human lives as machine operators do not or
cannot read the manuals of the dangerous contraptions they
operate. In contrast to the written records of printed materials
(which bypass the constant reliance on memory) illiterates are
more prone to forget important aspects of sequential opera-
tions (e.g., car or plane mainte -Ace) which surpass routine
chores and tasks. Forgetting one v.ep in a repair sequence
could easily prove fatal to a large group of people (e.g., main-
tenance of a jet engine). Furthermore, as was demonstrated
before, military installations and barracks seem to have an
over-representation of (functionally) illiterate personnel: con-
ceivablywww, there is a chance that someone fakes reading the
manual on missile security systemsout of fear to be "found
out" or ridiculed!

Finally, excellence in academic education cannot but suffer
as the group of functionally illiterates keeps on growing (mainly
due to the rapid inaeases in the definition of societal function-
ality) and, by its sheer enormity, will start to drag the whole
system down onto new levels of inertia and ineptitude. As
Sticht (1978, p.4) summarizes:

"Today there is much concern that many of our
high schools may be graduating thousands of
students whose literacy skills are so low they will be

barely able to function in society. This concerti
stems from stories that occur frequently in

the popular press which refer to court cases where
students with high school diplomas suddenly

1;EST CUT MAME 1 6
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discover they cannot read well enough to get a
decent job, so they sue their school for not properly
educating them. Additionally, reports from
various surveys, national assessments, and major
government studies say that millions of adults,
including young adults right out of high
school, are :functionally illiterate"; they cannot fill
out forms, use maps, read reference books well,
write a check correctly, ... And as for those
students who are functionally illiterate, the results
of many tests for selecting students for higher
education have shown a precipitous decline over
the last decade."

l 7 Page 13
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The Cycle of Illiteracy

It is well known that a child's

performance in school largely depends on

the support it gets from its parents. As

Sticht's notion of "the intergenerational

transfer of illiteracy" indicates, a child's

literacy level will strongly be influenced by

his or her parents' literacy level and the

extent to which the family culture values

literacy in general. As a result, children

from non-literate homes will have a harder

time in their "quest for literacy" than

children from "literate" homes in that they

will not only lack the prerequisite "reading

readiness" (actively fostered in many literate

homes in the preschool years) but will also

miss the necessary network and family

support once they do start reading and

writing. This double strategy of

(unintentional and understandable)

"sabotage" undermines a child's chances

for literacy form the beginning. It is obvious

that the defensive attitude of illiterate

parents (i.e., their fear to be "found out")

does not contribute positively to the literacy

development of their children. This cycle of

illiteracy indicates at the same time the

enormous difficulty of any literacy project

as well as its solution in that a two-pronged

approach seems necessary in order to flip

the cycle of illiteracy into a more productive

cycle of literacy. Only if reading teachers

can recruit the parents in an "adult literacy°

program will they be effective teachers for

their children. Apart from this obvious

strategy, one cannot ignore the after-class

and in-home cross-fertilization of the

reading attitude and motivation fromparent

to child (and vice versa). The importance of

this "cycle of literacy training" is

underscored by Melton's observation (1976,

p.57) that "Where are always more literate

members of a society than persons who

have gone to schools. The children of

literate parents learn to read even if they do

not attend school, while the children of

illiterate parents frequently fail to learn even

in school. It is more precise to conclude that

parents, not schools, have increased the

levels of illiteracy" (my italics).

Page 14
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To recuperate: children from

functionally illiterate parents suffer on

several levels:

due to a lack of a preschool reading

readiness support system and a

general apathy towards their

learning progress once they have

entered the school reading

curriculum;

due to their parents' inability and

anxiety to assess the school's

curriculum and the content of what

they teach their children;

due to the parents' impotence to take

any political or local action in order

to correct perceived wrongs or

disagreements in the school

curriculum if they come to learn

about them. Indeed, parents whose

children are most disadvantaged

do not have the intellectual, i.e.,

literacy, requirements and energy tc

react against what they object about.

"They can speak loud; they cannot

speak well. Soon enough, they cease

to speak at all"

(I(ozol, 1985, p.71).

In this perspective, it is important to

recognize the privileged position Head

Start programs and other darcare services

provide: as reading readiness seems "half

the battle," literacy services need to be

incorporated within the operations of Head

Startservices which should offer definite

openings to include parents in "adult

literacy programs." This, I believe, is an

important task to be co-opted by Project

Head Start as it already encompasses the

necessary context for such an endeavor

and as it is already located within the heart

of the problem population.

This, however, does not imply that adult

illiteracy can be approached an a mere

extension of child reading readiness or

thildren's reading curricula. Clearly, these

are two distinct phenomenological

1 9
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experiences and, as such, require two disparate though

interconnected solutions. Indeed, while child illiteracy reflects

a preventive project, adult illiteracy approaches need to be far

more direct and applied, or a high immediate dropout is to be

expected. On the one hand, it can be assumed that, as long as

the parents remain motivated in their quest for literacy, they

will support their children in reading-related activities. Due to

these systemic and recursive qualities adult illiteracy might

easily be considered a task with a higher priority as they will

certainly either contribute to or undermine the child's literacy

attempts. On the other hand, we cannot dismiss the strength

of the child's motivations and achievements on the parents'

own efforts. Hence, the importance of a double approach in

order to prevent the "pedagogical timebomb" from going off.

As adult literacy programs only attract a minority of

people who are in need of its services (approximately 10

percent), and as dropout rates remain high (approximately 50

to 73 percent), it seems that adult literacy project need to be

structured differently (than e.g., children's reading classes) in

order to 'hook" its clientele. In contast to curricula which

reflect the (a priori abhorred) world of the classroom (with its

emphasis on "reading-to-learn"), it seems that adult literacy

programs need to be an extension of the world of the workplace

characterized by an emphasis on "reading-to-do" and the

reading requirements of "vocational competence" (cfr. Sticht,

1985). As Park 1987, p.40) indicates:

Tags 16
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"The most effective way to teach literacy to

adults is to integrate literacy and w ha tev er

functional skills the adult needs. This may mean

completely abandoning the current system we have

for teaching adult literacy and, instead,

working in vocational training programs, parenting

programs, businesses, and industries where

adults train and retrain. In such settings, they

would identify the educational skills
reading, math, or calculusneeded to succeed in

learning or performing that new skill."

In this "version" of literacy it encompasses more than mere

reading and writing techniques as it includes important

communicat;on and interpersonal skills. In this perspective,

literacy training also includes a demarginalization aspect as the

person not only learns how to make sense of his/ her immediate

(textual) environment but also, and simultaneously, becomes a

contributing and participating member of society. Freed from

the shackles of the "opinions of others" s/ he can bewme a

"good person" (in Socratic fashion) as one who no longer

(needs to) blindly follow<s) others but can shape one's own

destiny. Therefore, adult literacy programs, in their

demarginalization aspect, again reflect the multidimensional

impact of literacy training.
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A Developmental Model of Literacy

A comprehensive and sequential model of the

developmental aspects of literacy have been explored by Sticht

et aL (1983). Figure I gives a summarized desaiption of the

model. Basically, the model contends that language

development is the result of the interactions of the child's

cognitive development (here modeled after Piaget and Gesell)

and his /her immediate environment. As the Figure shows, a

child's basic adaptive processes (sensorimotor) lead to receptive

(sensotiperceptual) and productive (sensorimotoric) precursors

to languaging. In a first stage of languaging (stage 3 in Figure

I) the receptive pole results in "auding" (i.e., the act of listening
kw SOP a Sap 3 Sum 4
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in order to rzspond) while the productive pole leads to

"speaking." In the second stage of actual language productiort,

the receptive pole leads to "reading" while :Is motoric equivalent

is the "writing." As such, illiteracy reflects a developmental

arrest as illiterates have remained stuck in stage 3, while

literates have, literally, "graduated" onto stage 4. In other

words: literates have learned to use language in a "second

way," namely as a transportable system of material signs. The

primary importance of this materiality resides in the fact that

the memory requirements of oracy can be relaxed while

information can be "forgotten" as it remains readily available

for recall at the time of application. As such, written language

becomes an "external memory" system which allows literates

to free up their memories and cognitive capacities in order to

learn new tasks instead of having to remember every aspect of

enee simplest process. Literacy, as such, is nothing else than the

luxury of being able to forget so something new can be learned.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CAUSES OF ILLITERACY

Tit (Three Enemias of Itcatiing

1. %revision.

2. Iiliterate Parents
3. Minimal Scfwof Statufants

tiosuu: Voulon. 1987, p.14.151

Although it is evident that the problem of illiteracy is a reflection of a more deep-seated

problematic infrastnicture of American society (e.g., the inequities in labor and payments
between the ethnic groups, education levels, sexes and ages), it seems to be a category which
cuts through all these distinctions. Functional illiteracy affects all races, both genders and all
ages. Apart from more detailed socioeconomic and sociocultural factors which impacton the
literacy problem, there seems to be incontrovertible evidence that the inescapable ubiquity of
the visual media (especially television) has largely contributed and aggravated the problem.
As Johnson (1984, p.237) contends:

"Since most television programming is aimed at a mental age of 12, it is likely to

expand the horizon of younger children while simultaneously stunting or
impeding the intellectual growth of students in their teens. Television does little

to assist children in coping with a complex world. If the influence of television

is as pervasive as it seems, then it is no longer surprising thats tudentsha v e
little patience with activities requiring sustained complex thought or that they
fail to exercise thoughtful judgment when balancin immediate reward
against possible consequences. Nurtured on such a diet of inane program-
ming, students rarely demonstrate restraint, and all too often reject anything,
:-.cluding school activities, that are not immediately entertaining."

INIIIMINNIIII=EME11
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Apart from these cognitively debilitating effects, other statisticsare even more alarming in
that preschool children watch approximately 54 hours of television weekly, which translated
in the devastating constatation that high school graduates have spent approximately 22,000
hours in front of the televisionthis is twice as much as the time they have spent in the
classrootn (approximately 11,000 hours). Closer examination tells us that the average high
school graduate has been exposed to (some say, tortured by) more than 250,000 television
commercials with their hidden (and not so hidden) messages of sexism, ageism and the glo-
rification of drug anesthesia. The importance of this evolution has already percolated down
to our everyday talk: how many times do we not hear the familiar phrase "I'll wait until the
movie comes out" and how many college students do we know who gladly substitute their
book review for a movie review (or, worse, who choose the books they will "reads' and
"review" in function of their availability in video format) ?

This trend, i.e., the replacement of imaginative reading by the prechewed chunks of the
Hollywood Viewmaster, is often reinforced by a family context where parentseven if they
are (functionally) literatehave abandoned all reading from their intellectual world. As these
primary role-models have fersaken their role as "reading parent," their children will quickly
decide to do the same (given the silentimprimatur of acceptability signaledby the parents' own
behavior).

Finally, there are the lowered educational standards of schools which, under the
moniker of "democratic education," have reduced academic excellence to the smallest com-
mon denominator of average class sIdlls acquisition. In other words, the lower the clas.s on
average will score on reading, the lower the standard of pass/ fail acceptancestandard no
longer "connected" to any "standardized" criterion of performance or any indicabar of "real
world"adequacy and applicability. For many, the performance gamble of the bell curve
remains the only criterion forwithin-class excellence and scholarshiphowever, conveniently
forgetting the fact that the curve only reflects the performances of the class and not of that class
in relation to job-market and academic needs and requirements. This game of self-deception,
too often played in the realm of education, has an increased payoff in terms of lowered aca-
demic scholarship (and motivation for it) and of decreased literacy (in the general population).
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In combination with these lowered educational standards,

many blame the "Dick and Jane" approach to reading which

favors the memorization of the visual configuration of a few

stem words as the basis for a whole reading curriculum (see be-
low for a more elaborate discussion). Dodson (1981, p.17-19)
sums up his grievarces as follows:

"Schools are supposed to teach reading. But in

fact they fail to teach many of our children
how to read except minimally. And they further
fail to teach them to love reading. In fact, they
teach them to hate it. (..) In many classes,

the children are only learning to memorize words

by the look-and-say method (I prefer to call it the

look-and-guess method). (..) [M]emorizing
words is not the same as reading. (..) [I-language
is a code and teaching reading is teaching to crack

the code using the 26 letters ana 44 sounds. (-)
The basic reason so many children fail to learn to

read well in the first grade is that instead of being

taught to sound out letters and syllables, they
have memorized perhaps 450 words and have
read a succession of dull, dull books based only

on those worth. (..) Reading, writing, and spell-

ing all belong together and should be taught
together (..) using phonics method."
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ilTise 10 Commandments

far Treparing Your Chia to *ad'

1. Your child-a:ma know his name, adbess, arlpllone
number.

Ms should be able to dress and undress himself.

3. He should know the names of his mother arsdfather
and their occupations.

4. 91s1wuhfkrzowfzow to use the toilet properly and to
wash his hands afteruvurr

5. 96 must know he wig be eApte tett to a s kthe teacher is

permission to go to the restnsion

6. Yie must kn.w that he evect ed to takr, his turn, to
speak up when askrai a question, and understand
that he must share toys, materiak and the teacher's
attention with the other children.

7. 51e must know how to get to and front school- and to

observe nece-uary safety rules.

8. He should be taught to rook upon the teacher as a
friend. andnot be frightene d by the teacher 's authori-
tative tisciprulary liseasures.

9. _ is wise to at your child meet his teacher and see his

classroom &fox school begins.

10. ri ncc-i41.v accompany your chili to school the first

day.

[source: Melton, 1976, p.531
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TOWARDS A SOLUTION

Earlier, it was indicated thatalthough an interactive rein-

forcement effect fuels the literacy cyclean important distinc-
tion needs to be made between "children's reading curricula"
and "adult literacy programs." While the former have a

preventive (and educational) nature and, therefore, fit within

the "normal" school confines of learning," "adult learning"
needs to be couched within the pragmatic applications of qe
job world as ell as the daily survival skills of life (e.g., reading

bus signs, restaurant menus, medicine presaiptions). Al-

though the emphasis is differentprimarily to assure against

dropoutthe reading process, in its developmental cycle (see

Figure 1), is the sameonly delayed in the adult population.
The problem of literacy training, therefore, is primarily a
methodological issue and, as such, applies to both children's
and adult populations.

The question of reading readiness

With Piaget and &sell we agree that the whole concept of

"readiness" refers to a spontaneous state of openness to do
something new, a willingness to embark upon a new experi-
ence. In this capacity, readiness refers to a potential which
cannot be learned or coaxal into action: some children are
ready early, other children take their time. However, in
general, authors agree that a generally supportive atinosphere

in favor of intellectual, cognitive and emotional stimulation in-

creases the child's readiness for the adventure of reading. As

with all developmental stages in life, the time and the suppor-

tive context must be ripe for this step tooccur. However, this
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does not imply (as do Piaget and Gesell) that childrengrow up in a contextual vacuum that does
not affect their development in contrast Melton (1976, p.53-55) suggests the "Ten Command-

ments for Preparing your Child to Read" which build a context of support that may prepare a
child's self-esteem for the budding adventure of literacy.

A simple reading-readiness primer

The basic foundation for the child's reading skills lies in the preparation to reading
provided by his or her own parents. 'Parents are the major influence in a child's development

as a reader. At school IS]he can build on the foundation (At has gotten at home. Without that
foundation [ale will probably have a straggle" (Larrick). Here, again, can be discerned the
devastating effect of the illiteracy cycle on the young childeffect which already plays an
important role before the child starts to actually read. As a result, by the time the child goes
to first grade to learn "how to read," this ability will already be substantially molded by the
kind of reading readiness stimuli and skills that were provided during his or her preschool
years. Here lies an important task not only for Head Start specifically, but for the blossoming
day-care movement in general.

With Dodson (1981), the following developmental program for parents and service
providers is suggested:

a. Ilajzyhold (birth walking)

The following tasks all contribute to the babys primary developmental task
in this stage of life, Le., building of basic trust (Erikson):

talk to and cuddle your baby when feeding him/her

sing to your baby
(the actual words do not matter only the fact that the child gets familiar with the act
of languaging' and "sounding")
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play different types and styles of ethnic music, so that the child learns to distinguish
between different tempos, timbres, rhythms and sounds. (For a good children's
music catalog: Children'sBookandMusicCenter, 2400 Santa Monica Boulevard, Santa
Monica, CA 90404).)

reinforce baby's first cooing language" (beginning of second month) andapplaud
the nonsensical gibberish responses of the child to your own conversations and
questions (8 months).

b. lokleirhml (walking - 2 years)

In this developmental phase, exploration and discovery and the ens. tingreinforcement
of the child's self-confidence take a central position. The following tasks not only foster
this development, they also inaease the child's reading readiness.

playing "Label the World" with your child (i.e., naming everythingyou touch or do)

read books aloud for childrenbooks that also deal with givingnames to the world
(recommended e.g., Richard Scarry's Best Word Book Ever, Dr. Seuss' The Cat in the
Hat Picture Dictionary)

read/sing nursery rhymes for child which, due to their intrinsic rhythm and ca-
dence, hold a special fascination for the child's mind and ears.
[Avoid sexist rhymes!)

c. First Adolescence (two - three years)

As a transitional stage to the preschool years, the "terrible two's" are characterized by
the rebellious NO, which might make it inaeasingly difficult to get the child to sit down
and listen to stories or your conversations. Alternatively, the child's highenergy level
and curiosity can now be utilized and applied toward similar goals:

keep on reading nursery rhymes but make them more applied, i.e., show their con-
nection to daily activities and use them while doinga certain chore round the house
(let the child either do or help out with the chore while singing the rhyme).

read aloud books with short but continuous stories

print object names on cue cards and place or tape them on the corresponding
"things" in the child's immediate living environment

Tap 26
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hold longer conversations with the child (if possible)try to use more open-ended
questions which revire more than a "yes/no" answer from the child

make a blackboard available to the child on which s/he can make his/her first
"primitive scribblings"---an important precursor to the actual act of writing, not
only psychologically but also sensorimotorically (development of finger-thumb
small-muscle coordination). The blackboard also allows for another 'alternative)
outlet for the child's rebelliousness so typical for this developmental stage.

d. Pyeschool Years (three - six years)

After the rebellious phase the child normally becomes again more open to the adult's
conversations and suggestions for learning-through-play. Typically, preschoolers
have an idiosyncratic developmental evolution, in that, for the first time, a child's talent
for certain activities begins to shine through. Therefore, the following "tasks" can
apply either sooner or later to a particular child: never push a child into an activity you
know s/he is not ready for or incapable of, in order to avoid unnecessary anxiety or,
worse, a complete withdrawal from reading-related activities.

keep on reading short stories: children are especially fascinated by stories of fantasy
and imagination. However, do not overindulge this sense of the fantastic and add
enough stories which have a basis in reality. Indeed,stories about lightning or how
birds build a nest can be as entertaining as any fairy tale but have the added
dimension that they teach children a "truer" lesson for life and a better understand-
ing of the world around them. In contrast to adults (who maybe need a strange
fairy tale to perk their interestor to escape from the doldrums of their daily routines),
children are fasdnated and involved with every small thing in their environment.
Of course, there is nothing "wrong' with the fantasies of fairy tales as long as we do
not expect the child to actually believe that those "things" truly exist and are, as such,
more than just a story.

provide structurally instituted times for "story-telling," e.g., make it a habit, a ritual,
to tell your child a bedtime story at a certain hour.

praise or reward a child by buying him/her a new book, or the promise of "an extra
story" at bedtime.

encourage the child's word play (even if nonsensical or mispronounced) and help
it invent new word games. Play a game such as "Funny Words" where you and your
child take turns inventing funny-sounding words.
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ask a child for his/her opinion on something it sees, that happens or you do

build (or buy) a bookcase for the child's books and help him/herarrange the books.
Stress the fact that the bookcase belongs to the child (and not to you, the parent)

buy magnetic letters and stick them to the refrigerator door (do not teach their
meaning if the child is not ready!). (Alternatives: rubber stamp letters, toy blocks
with letters and numbers on.1

buy the child a cheap cassette-recorder and teach it how itcan record voices, songs,
nursery rhymes, etc. Initially, alternate between you and your child until it knows
the exact operations of the reander. Award "prizes" for "good recordings."

(Only when you feel the child is readr)
Teach your child how to print the letters of the alphabet (start with uppercase letters)

Teach the child how to print his or her own name.
Then, teach the child the other letters of the alphabet in the following sequence: I,
L., T, Ft, F, E, V,O,Q, A, M,N,P,U,C,W,D,Y, Z,K,B,J,S,G.

The 22 skills of Reading-Readiness
1. He can listen carefully and pay attention.

2. He can discriminate amang sounds and
words that sound alike but are different.

3. He has a curiosity about words.

4. He can speak words and sentences dearly
and correctly.

5. He has a well-developed oral vocabulary.

6. He has a love of language and the cadence
of words.

7. He enjoys talking.

S. He has an intense curiosity about the var-
ied informaticer to be found in the world.
including the world ci books.

9. H. has a good Lidgination.

10. He knows how to think

11. He can follow directions.

12. He has self-confidence, especially in ex-
pressing himself and trying new things.

13. He has had wide experience in many areas.
as a background for understanding what
he reads.

14. He can visually discriminate letters.
especially those that look alike, such as "b"
and V%

He uses left-to-right eye movements easily
and comfortably.

He can recognize and name the capital
letters.

17. He can recognize and name the lowercase
letters.

He can associate the appropriate speech
sounds with different letters.

19. He has developed good eye-hand coordina-
tion, necessary for printing and writing.
which are close allies of reading.

20. He can print the capital letters.

21. He can print the lowercase letters.

22. He is eager to learn how to read.

16.

18.
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transport this lesson to other areas of the child's environment, e.g., the refrigerator
letters, the blackboard in his/her room, the toy blocks, even the can of alphabet soup.

[Only if the child is ready:]
Read a story that the child already knows out of a book with printed (all uppercase)
lettersshow child how words are made of letters (i.e., sounds) and how sentences
are made of words.

lismindu
It is important to recognize that the development of reading readiness differs

from child to child. Under no circumstance force the child onto tasks you know it
is not ready forthe result will only be the opposite of what you hope for and could
prove disastrous in the long run (e.g., slow erosion of child's self-esteem).

Con cl u4i on:

Given the emphasis put on reading readiness it is evident thatan important conglomer-
ate of psychological and sociosemantic influences need to be fostered in order for a child to pick
up that book and read its first line (of, hopefully, many). Here, again, we cannot ignore the
importance of the primary (and secondary) caregivers in preventing the perpetuation of the
cycle of illiteracy. Apart from the specific suggestions offered before, it is necessary to
sununarize the psychological state of self-esteem and social involvement which underwrites
the readiness to read. With Gans (1963) we agree that four essential dimensions need to be fully
developed:

(1) an eagerness to be independent rather than spoon-fed and coddled (p.20)

(2) an unquenchable zest to explore the new in the big, widening world
about him (p.21)

(3) the courage to try himself out at new skills and to take success and some
defeats (p.22), [and)

(4) the enjoyment of being with others and learning from them (p.23).
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Readinw A Methodological Obstacle

"'The normal children of America have
been taught to read by a method originally

lnceived and used in the early 18001 to
the deaf how to read, a method which

has long since been discarded by the teachers
of the deaf themselves as inadequate and out-
moded. Yet, today, the vast majority of
normal American children are still being
taught to read by this very method. The
result has been widespread reading disabil-
ity4' (Bluntenfeld, 1973, p.9-10). For many
aut4ors the current epidemic of illiteracy
whfch plagues one third of the American
adult population (i.e., not included the many
adolescents who can barely make it through
their reading assignments) can be blamed on
the way reading gag= is being taught in
our schools, i.e., the whole-word method.

This method assumes that written lan-
guage becomes a matter of word-recognition,
i.e., that language is nothing but a seemingly
random sea of arbitrary signswhich can only
be deciphered by means ofa i!^otographic
memory for certain stem words and the right
Phonetic dues. In other "words," words are
learned "memorized") as being whole
entities (i.e., not made up of a specific succes-
sion of alphabetic signs corresponding to
Phonic sounds). This didactic tadic, almost
of necessity, leads to the familiarstrategy of
word-guessing and letter-reversal when
child (and, later, the adult) encounters (and

writes) a strange word. Not only does this
method confuse learning to read" with
"memorizing the visual cues of certain stern
words," it immediately "forgets" to teach the
child the whole structural foundation of lan-
guage, i.e., the way words are built from
saatch, i.e., from a succession of sounds.
Therefore, Blumenfeld (1973, p.201) con-
dudes:

"Under no circumstances should you
permit your child to be taught a sight
vocabulary. The sightvocabulary is the
thalidomide of mode= elementary
education, and you run the risk of
turning your child into a sorry dyslexic
by subjecting him to sight-vocabulary
methodology, no matter how much
phonics they may teach i n

conjunction with it."

In contrast, many argue in favor of the phonics
system which should be taught before the
child starts togo to school. Hence, the impor-
tance that was previously attached to teach-
ing the child the alphabetic symbols in isola-
tion (Le., the letters themselves and their cor-
responding phonic sound) and in sequence
(i.e., how the letters spell out a certain word,
e.g., the child's name). Teaching the alpha-
betic principles of sound and sequence pro-
vides the backbone of the reading processa
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process which resembles "true learning" in
contrast to the mere "memorization" of stem
words and their phonetic rules.

Basically, recognition of the 26 alphabetic
letters (not to forget the 9 numeric signs which

make up another aspect of literacy), learning
how to print them, and writing them out
when askedthese are the fundamental skills
of literacy. If this basic lesson has been
omitted or only obliquely been approached,
problems with reading and writing (espe-
cially spelling) will necessarily ensue.

While the comments on reading readiness
primarily applied to young children, the
importance of the phonics system applies
both to children and adults. Teaching adults
how to read need not,sima process, substan-
tially differ from theway children are taught
there is, however, a distinctive difference guil
content in that (as was mentioned before)
adults need to have the feeling that reading
will have immediate repercussions on their
working environment or their job placement
potential (i.e., "reading-to-do" in contrast to
"reading-to-learn").

Within the confines of the present paper,
it is not the intention to design a full-scale
curriculum for "adult learners"many such
curricula are currently being developed and
experimented with. However, teaching the
basic alphabetic building blocks remain the
first and most needed task at hand.
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LITERACY TRAINING AN

"We do what we can not what we want"

Apart from commonsense lessons (e.g., the need fc
the reading curricula, smaller classes for reading and
of and more advanced training fort teachers who teac
utmost importance that the act of reading and writini

vehicle towards learning other "more important" or "I

geometry), but as a skill in itself. Obviously, how can
one starts out with a cracked foundation or no founda

and writing in favor of other "scholarly" or "athletic" pi

of the literacy problems encountered in the classroom a

re-(e)valuation needs to start nowin the home(and, b
the child starts to read!

Therefore, it is primordial that teachers who teach

as an important mission and a valuable contribution t
This entails that teachersand this is particularly the ca
familiarize themselves with new teaching methods ar
edge base of what is required to be "functionally litera
informed can they be of help to those who are in di
however, immediately implies a much-needed societal
financial) upgrading of the importance these teachersas
of our wealth and our lifestyle.

With Park (1987, p.39) we summarize the current stat

(1) Educators must improve the teaching of readint
to reach the 5 percent who have not even acqui;
literacy before graduating or dropping out.

(2) Eduactors must help poor and minority par
particularly prior to school. This will prevent th

(3) Finally, educators must take the lead in imprc
This can only be done by an integrated appn
comprehension skills needed for adults in job tr
roles, or in typeical schools.
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